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featuring unprecedented flexibility, natural reader is more than happy to produce audio from anything. you can work with a
word list, a internet site, a web page, a pdf, a picture gallery, a microsoft word document, a time table, an audio file, a

photoshop photo, and anything else that might be applied. natural reader can take care of both faxes and also, which is a
great feature, pdf orders. on top of that, the software comes with a professional text-to-speech converter. with easy to use

wizard, the very first time use enables you to plug in your content and also start talking immediately. with natural reader, you
can create your own voices and also make your own unique voice. the program can read any text file while adapting to your
most loved language. moreover, it also allows you to read e-mail, record text-to-speech files, and also check text documents
online. natural reader also offers a large number of customization options. the most popular ones are listed below. you can

select the size, the speed, the volume, and even the default languages you work with. you can also set the speed rate that the
software will certainly read. the speed level will certainly be based upon a set, of text collections. you can also choose

between a number of natural modes. if you select one of them, the program will additionally use sentence division, word
division, and syllable division. it can additionally make use of luring pauses and pause (pauses) the length of an average word.

natural reader is a microsoft office 2010 alternative. you can change content over to audio document in.aiff design. it has a
great number of functions, which will help you and enhance your productivity. use it when you can`t work with plain and
ordinary document formats in your clients. it can even listen to any types of files like pdf reports, word documents, web

pages, and epub documents.
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